The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 1825
Jianzixianji reminds you: After reading, please collect (), and then it is more convenient to look at.

But one thing is that Levi Garrison just wanted to kill someone angrily.

But when he did it, he still left behind.

They just maimed these people, but didn’t kill them directly.

Later, he will ask who arrested Levilia…

“Masters of Tianban, must take down this demon! He is almost invincible!”
The people lying on the ground began to shout.

Their hopes are all in the top players of the nine top rankings.

Of course, they think that Levi Garrison, no matter how strong it is, is no better than the nine top
players.
After all, according to the ranking, Levi Garrison was at the bottom.

No matter how strong he is!

Wulong Taoist, Xuan Ming Dao Shen, these powerhouses absolutely dominate him!

This is the ranking of Tiance Mansion Tianji Pavilion!

Have absolute authority!

There is a ninety-nine percent probability that you can’t go wrong!

“I can kill him alone!” The

Lord of the Crazy Dragon Palace, the Lord of the Crazy Dragon, stood up.

“I’m ahead of him in terms of ranking, and he won’t be my opponent anyway!”

“You don’t…”

What else does Taoist Wulong want to remind, the Crazy Dragon God of War has already been killed.

“The Fury of the Crazy Dragon!” Once the

Crazy Dragon God of War got started, it was the ultimate killer move.

In an instant the hall was razed to the ground.

The power of the mad dragon exploded, pressing on Levi Garrison continuously.

He was like a mad dragon.

The figure skyrocketed instantly.

The air surging around.

Gradually turned into a mad dragon, wanting to engulf Levi Garrison!

This is the nineteenth ability of the Heaven List!

“Broken!”

Levi Garrison snorted coldly.

One punch!

Suddenly tore the mad dragon infuriating.

“Puff!” He

slammed his fist heavily on the Crazy Dragon God of War.

The Crazy Dragon God of War was instantly lost, and the whole person flew out!

“You underestimate him, he is a descendant of Cthulhu!”

“He is almost in a state of being a demon!”

“Yes, let’s go together!”

… The

rest of the top players have seen Levi Garrison’s power. Later, they wanted to join forces to kill Levi
Garrison.

Lord Xuan Lei of the Palace of Xuan Lei!

The lord of Fenglei City, Fengleijian Supreme!

Xuan Ming Dao Shen, the lord of Xuan Ming Hall!

…

All the strong one after another came forward.

Except for the Five Dragons Taoists, all the other top seven strongest in the sky list all shot together

to kill Xiang Levi Garrison.

“Xuan Lei Gong!”

“Feng Lei Sword!!!”

“Xuan Ming Dao!!!”

… The

seven masters of the top rankings cooperated with each other tacitly, and the seven teamed up.

The strongest combat skills have hit Levi Garrison one after another.

Any space and route for Levi Garrison to escape was locked.

Let him go head-to-head!

The seven violent moves all came out, and they didn’t believe that Levi Garrison could stop them, let

alone that Levi Garrison could survive.

“Kill!!!”

Levi was full of fighting spirit, anger splashing in his eyes.

He hit the strongest punch yet!

There are no gods and demons in one punch!

“Rumble…” This

punch completely broke the speed of sound.

Punch out.

A long wave of air blasted out!

It’s like a plane flying in the sky!

The speed of this punch breaks the speed of sound, and the power breaks the mountains and rivers!

This is an unimaginable punch!

“Boom!” A

punch blasted out!

The strongest combat skills of the seven masters have all been broken!

“Kacha!”

Feng Lei Jian broke!

“Kacha!”

Xuan Ming knife burst to pieces!

…

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

……The

seven top ranking masters flew out one by one.

One punch!

Levi Garrison defeated the top seven masters in boxing!

They are also the top seven masters in front of him!

Plus the mad dragon god of war!

All the top eight top players have lost!

If this news spreads out, it will definitely cause a sensation in Erudia and the world!

The key is to join forces!

How terrifying is Levi Garrison?

Xuan Ming Dao Shen, Feng Lei Jian Zhi Zun these people are all scared stupid.

They couldn’t imagine that Levi Garrison could defeat all of them!

shame!

Great shame!

In addition, this demon is the same as which evil god, who can be the enemy?

All hope lies in Wulong Taoist.

He is not a warrior.

Everyone prayed for his magic to suppress Levi Garrison!

